7.2 Special application cleaners

DUROSTICK D-28 Self polishing liquid wax for wood floors
PROPERTIES
DUROSTICK D-28 is a self polishing
metallic wax for floor surfaces. Its particular formula is based on wax and
specific polymers for wood floors. A
water soluble product, it creates exceptional luster and protects all floor
types, including hardwood and softwood flooring surfaces, without affecting the wood color.
It protects from scuff marks, scrubbing,
light scratches and dirt, as well as time
related weathering and the frequent
use of detergents.
It creates a transparent protective film
that is anti-static, anti-slip and has a
pleasant fragrance.

APPLICATIONS
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Form - Color

White, it becomes transparent when dry

Density

1.00 ± 0.05 kg/lt

pH

8-9

Application temperature

From +5°C to + 35°C

Drying time

1 hour

Foot traffic

After 3 hours

Friendly to human and the environment

Apply DUROSTICK D-28 periodically
on every wood flooring surface to provide it with moisturising care and lasting shine.

USE
1.Surface preparation: Remove all
the dust and any stains thoroughly,
preferably using BIOCLEAN, the biodegradable, general purpose cleaner that
does not damage lacquered wood surfaces. Rinse the wood flooring from the

CONSUMPTION
1lt/12-14m² of surface.
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STORAGE
Store in shaded places protected from frost for at least 36
months from production date.
SAFETY DIRECTIONS
The product needs no hazard labeling under current European
and Νational legislation. However it is recommended to keep
away from the reach of children. If swallowed, seek immediate
medical advice and show the container or label. Before use, refer
to the cautions on the product packaging or the Material Safety
Data Sheet.
PACKAGING

404

Carton box with 15 pcs of 1lt each one
3lt containers
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cleaning agent thoroughly and wait for
it to dry completely.
2.Application: Apply it as is, without
any dilution, evenly over the entire surface, using a soft, lint-free cloth or a soft
sponge. Make sure that there is no excess product left on the surface after its
application. Once dry, buff lightly with
a dry, soft cloth to enhance luster and
sheen.To maintain the surface luster
and the protection the product provides,
add 2-3 bottle caps into 4-5lt of water
and mop the entire floor normally. Just
make sure to wring the mop well and
allow the floor to dry thoroughly before
any foot traffic begins.

LIMITATION OF USE
Its application is not recommended on
floor surfaces previously coated with
products containing oil or wax. Refrain from using the product on existing flooring surfaces that are severely worn out, damaged or without any
sealer coat on them. If you are not sure
about any of the above conditions, on
a non visible spot of the surface, test
the product before proceeding with the
application across the entire surface.
Check if the product dries normally and
its adhesion to the substrate.

